
Characters D6 / Boolio (Miner)

Name: Boolio

Homeworld: Sinta IV

Born: 1 ABY

Died: 35 ABY

Species: Ovissian

Gender: Male

Height: 1.78 meters

Eye color: Golden

Skin color: Green

MOVE - 11

DEXTERITY: 3D

         Blaster: 4D+1

         Brawling Parry: 5D

         Dodge: 5D

         Vehicle Blasters: 3D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D

         Command: 5D

         Hide: 4D

         Search: 5D

         Sneak: 4D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D

         Bureaucracy: 5D+2

         Business: 6D

         Languages: 4D+2

         Planetary Systems: 4D+1

         Streetwise: 3D+2

         Survival: 5D

STRENGTH: 2D+1

         Brawling: 3D+2

         Climbing/Jumping: 4D+1

         Stamina: 4D+2

         Lifting: 4D+2

MECHANICAL: 2D

         Repulsorlift Operation: 4D+1

         Mining Drill Operation: 4D



TECHNICAL: 2D

         Mining Tool Repair: 3D

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS - 150

                 Brown insulated worksuit lined with heat-conductive filaments (+2D vs Cold effects) along with

an orange and brown ice-abseiling harness (+1D to climbing). Personal temperature control unit mounted

on chest, a wrist-mounted comlink and data-storage unit on left arm.

FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS 2

DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 4

Description: Boolio was an Ovissian male who worked as a mine overseer at the Sinta Glacier Colony

during the war between the First Order and the Resistance. He was sympathetic to the Resistance and

covertly sent supplies their way. After a First Order inspection team visited the colony, Boolio discovered

a datafile in his office labeled as highly valuable intelligence for the Resistance from a traitor within the

First Order.

Not wanting to transmit the data, Boolio contacted the Resistance and arranged for them to meet him

face to face at the colony. The YT-1300 light freighter known as the Millennium Falcon was sent to the

meeting, and upon their arrival Boolio transferred the file to the astromech droid R2-D2 on board the

freighter. After the Falcon left, Boolio was killed by the First Order and his decapitated head presented to

the Supreme Council by Supreme Leader Kylo Ren.

Boolio was a Ovissian male who was born on Sinta IV in 1 ABY. He worked as a mine overseer at the

Sinta Glacier Colony, which extracted ice cores from the Sinta Glacier in order to harvest malsarr. During

the war between the First Order and the Resistance, he was sympathetic to the Resistance and

managed to covertly divert surplus materials from the mines on to transport starships friendly to their

cause. When a discrepancy in the colony's ledgers was discovered a First Order team of inspectors was

sent to investigate. The inspectors left without comment, after which Boolio discovered a datafile that had

been left on his office datapad. The datafile claimed to contain game-changing intelligence on the First

Order for the Resistance, but Boolio was unable to decrypt the file any further. Once he had

authenticated it as a message from a high-ranking First Order officer based on the ciphers used, he

contacted the Resistance via intermediaries.

Not wanting to risk revealing the intelligence he had been given, Boolio's message to the Resistance

promised them that he could provide a regulator that they need to repair the Tantive IV, the CR90

corvette of Resistance leader General Leia Organa. In 35 ABY, the Resistance then dispatched a crew

from the moon Ajan Kloss in the YT-1300 light freighter known as the Millennium Falcon to meet with

Boolio face to face at the colony. The freighter passed through the icy corridors of the colony before



parking beneath a hatch where the Ovissian waited. Resistance members Finn and R2-D2 greeted

Boolio through a hatch in the roof of the Falcon, at which point the overseer revealed the true reason he

had called them to the colony.

Data handover

After hurling down one of end of a cable for Finn to plug into R2-D2, Boolio admitted he did not know who

the traitor within the First Order was but encouraged them to deliver the data to Organa. When asked

how he could be repayed, Boolio told them to "win the war." Once the transfer was complete, Boolio

quickly hauled the cable back up so that the Falcon could make a hasty departure, as First Order TIE/fo

space superiority fighters began to chase it. The crew of the Falcon successfully delivered Boolio's

intelligence to Organa and the rest of the Resistance, which informed them that the Sith Lord Darth

Sidious had returned and provided the First Order with a fleet that would soon attack all remaining free

worlds.

Providing the Resistance with this intelligence ultimately cost Boolio his life, as he was killed by the First

Order. Shortly after he had handed over the datafile, the Ovissian's decapitated head was presented to

the Supreme Council of the First Order by Supreme Leader Kylo Ren on board the Resurgent-class Star

Destroyer Steadfast. Ren declared to the Council that he knew that there was a traitor within the First

Order who had sent a message to the Resistance; however, he was unaware that the traitor who had

used Boolio to contact the Resistance was General Armitage Hux, one of the council members who sat

before him. Hux was later executed by Allegiant General Enric Pryde aboard the Steadfast after he

realized his intentions.

Legacy

Though he lost his life, Boolio's actions allowed the Resistance to hatch a plan to deal with Sidious'

return. His final wish for the Resistance to win the war would be honored when they defeated the Final

Order at the Battle of Exegol.

Personality and traits

Boolio had green skin, golden eyes, yellow horns and stood 1.78 meters tall; He was good natured, and

asked only that the Resistance win the war against the First Order when Finn asked what they could do

to repay him for his aid.

Equipment

Boolio wore a brown insulated worksuit lined with heat-conductive filaments along with an orange and

brown ice-abseiling harness. He had a personal temperature control unit mounted on his chest for the

low-temprature suit and wore a wrist-mounted comlink and data-storage unit on his left arm. 
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